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375 Barstool.
Design: Walter Knoll Team.
Join the club
Midcentury meets new living. Comfortable and free. Harmonious and airy. Soft
and light. The 375 Barstool for high tables in a bar or office or at the kitchen
bench. At first, a subtle invitation to join the party and then – thanks to the
shape and the upholstery – a more pressing one: to stay. A barstool, as versatile
and communicative as our modern life. So its occupant enjoys the ultimate
spatial freedom.
The 375 Barstool is the most recent addition to the iconic 375 family from
Walter Knoll. Great seating comfort with minimal volume. Over a quick
espresso, in the morning meeting, a spontaneous tête-à-tête or over a cocktail.
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The design story
“We wanted to develop a classic barstool which would offer great seating
comfort but nevertheless look light, even transparent in a room.”
Jürgen Röhm, Head of Research and Development at Walter Knoll
The iconic 375 series from Walter Knoll was to be extended with a barstool
that would combine the comfort of the mid-century classic with modern,
diverse use. A stool with the typical 375 upholstery but a simple design and
offering versatile use.
The 375 Barstool with a backrest was developed for relaxed seating at a
counter or bar. The current barstool, freed of a backrest, enables countless new
uses. From deliberately casual and open to a strict sense of etiquette. The seat
underlines the harmonious shape of the 375 family: clear lines and the
elegance of the 1950s.

About Walter Knoll Team
Successful products are the result of teamwork. And that is also the case at
Walter Knoll. With their extensive experience, the development experts succeed
in combining traditional craftsmanship with modern technology. Always
looking for new ways – of implementing design in technology, construction,
material, shape and function.
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